APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES OF RTLS SYSTEM IN PRODUCTION LOGISTICS
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Abstract: Determining the current position of objects in logistics processes (products, unit loads, forklifts, etc.) is the basis for new process development and optimization opportunities (e.g., development of storage strategy, forklift route planning, etc.) that significantly affect the competitiveness of companies. Background information systems that provide real-time data using localization, - or called RTLS (Real Time Location System),- are becoming more widespread. In the dissertation I summarize the operation, physical realization, conditions of use and advantages of a real-time technology that can be applied to a warehouse serving its production, as well as the steps of a possible implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Real-time logistics data and the well-defined functionality based on it can provide huge value to manufacturing or service companies [1]. More modern and efficient logistics processes can be created, which can result in lower unit costs and / or higher service standards. In everyday life, "GPS-based" applications using satellite technology are already in everyone's pockets, providing real-time data that allows users to enjoy simpler, more cost-effective, faster, more reliable, or even more enjoyable living conditions. The operation of these ordinary systems can be paralleled by the real-time positioning systems (RTLS, Real Time Location System) that have appeared in recent years, which enable to the company to do locationing “within four walls”, for instance in case of path and trajectory planning of an AGV [6]. Using this new technology, new process development and optimization methods can be developed in the field of warehousing logistics, which are:

- optimization of picking processes,
- optimization of warehouse material handling activities,
- development of administrative processes,
- improving inventory accuracy,
- optimization of inventory mechanisms.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS OF POSITIONING

2.1 Trilateration

The most commonly used method of positioning uses geometric foundations to locate it. By measuring the distance of several known anchors, the position of a given point can be determined. If we can measure a certain distance, we know that we are in a circle of corresponding radius around the anchor (on a plane). If we measure the distance (on a plane) with three anchors, we can see that our position is uniquely determined by the intersection of the three circles. This method is called trilateration (or “multilateration” if more than 3 anchors are used).

The difficulty with this approach lies in the fact that warehouse distance measurements are not perfect, only under “laboratory conditions”. In a warehouse, there will always be some noise (disturbing signal) during “more realistic” distance measurements and because of this, the above hyperboluses will not intersect at exactly
one point. In determining the location of the intersection point, we try to use some algorithm to best characterize the point that is actually the possible position.

![Fig. 2. In case of inaccurate distance measurement, an algorithm can be used to approximate the real position of the point.](image)

2.2 Distance measurement

How to quickly and efficiently measure distances in a warehouse environment? Stored various raw materials, packaging materials, warehouse material handling equipment, moving people, pallets, racking systems, etc., inhibit the measurement. Measuring instruments based on visual measurement are out of the question, as for most points the above warehouse instruments would “cover” the range used for the measurement. For the measurement, it is necessary to achieve an accuracy of approximately decimetres (10-50cm), since it is necessary to distinguish e.g. 80 cm wide pallets or 80 cm wide storage spaces apart. Usually, accuracy greater than 10-50 cm is not required. We can use radio waves to answer the question. The idea is to send radio waves from one point to another (from the current point to the anchor) and measure the “flight time” (ToF = Time of Fly) very accurately. So the question is, how long does it take us to get from our position to the starting point of the anchor, i.e. the reference point.

Radio waves travel fast, in a single nanosecond - which is a thousandth of a millionth of a second - a wave makes almost 30 cm. So if we want to perform a decimeter-accurate distance measurement in the warehouse radio wave may be suitable for this, but we need to be able to measure the flight time very accurately! So now the question is how to measure the flight time of a “piece” of radio wave from our point in question to the starting point of the anchor, i.e. the reference point.

2.3 Distance measurement with radio waves

The concept known from physics is Heisenberg’s uncertainty theorem [10]. Among other things, the theorem states that it is impossible to know (measure) the frequency and timing of a signal at the same time. Take, for example, a sinus wave (a sinusoidal radio wave):
- a signal with a well-known frequency but a poorly definable timing,
- the signal has no beginning or end.

However, if we combine several sinusoidal signals with a slightly different frequency, we can create a “pulse” with a more definite timing, i.e. we can examine the pulse peak more easily. This is shown in Figure 3, which sequentially adds sinusoids to a signal to obtain a sharper, more contoured pulse [11]:

![Fig. 3. The result of sinusoids sequentially added to a radio signal](image)

In relation with the operation, the frequency range used for the signal to be produced, “Δf” - is called bandwidth. Using the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, we can roughly limit the pulse width “Δx” using the bandwidth Δf:

\[
\Delta f \cdot \Delta x \geq \frac{1}{4\pi} \quad (2)
\]

It can be seen from the simple formula that if we want to use a narrow pulse for distance measurement - which is necessary to measure the exact timing - then it is necessary to use high bandwidth in the measurement system.

3. UWB (ULTRA WIDE BAND) TECHNOLOGY

UWB ultra-wideband signals have a bandwidth of at least 500 MHz, which can be used to generate 0.16 ns wide pulses. This timing resolution is so fine that at the receiver (reference point) we are able to distinguish the original (measured) signal (pulse) from its other reflections (reflections).
In a warehouse environment, we need the same thing for the optimal operation of all equipment using mobile technology (handheld mobile data loggers, forklift terminals, mobile printers, Pick by Voice devices, etc.): more bandwidth. In wireless communication systems, higher bandwidth means faster upload / download (i.e., information transfer). However, if all mobile devices transmitted signals on the same frequency, all signals would interfere with each other and no device could receive an interpretable one. As a result, the use of the frequency spectrum has been strictly regulated. How is it possible that a UWB gets 500 MHz of valuable bandwidth while other other systems have to accommodate much less (e.g. wifi with 20 MHz)? Well, UWB systems can only transmit signals at low power (the energy spectrum density should be below -41.3 dBm / MHz according to the standard). This very strict power limitation means that no pulse can go far: at the receiver, the pulse is likely to be below the typical noise level in the warehouse. To solve this problem, it sends a series of transmit pulses so that they contain only a single bit of information. At the receiver (reference point), the received pulses accumulate, and if there are enough pulses, the force of the “accumulated pulse” rises above the noise level, and a secure reception (i.e., measuring the propagation time of the signal) is created.

4. POSITIONING IN UWB TECHNOLOGY BASED SYSTEMS

In UWB-based logistics systems, two types of location protocols are prevalent. Both protocols have advantages and disadvantages, but depending on the kind of the logistics process to be supported - you can choose from these for each application. The two types: TWR - two-way distance measurement and TDoA (Time Difference of Arrivals) - measurement based on time difference of arrival. To facilitate the interpretation of the protocols, it is necessary to define the concept of the RTLS tag; An RTLS tag is the usually small electronic unit whose position we want to determine in the logistics system. The RTLS tag is more than a geometric point that:

- has a battery / rechargeable battery or other resource suitable for independent power supply,
- is capable of emitting or emitting and receiving individual radio waves of a specified UWB standard,
- has some kind of mechanical enclosure and is suitable for attachment to materials, logistics equipment or people handled in the warehouse.

The time has also come to present the physical reality of the Anchors defined in 2. Well, anchors are also existing electronic devices that:

- can usually be operated with external power supply,
- are also capable of emitting or emitting and receiving individual radio waves of a specified UWB standard,
- have some kind of mechanical housing and are suitable for fastening as warehouse reference points,
- are connected to each other or to a common - but other network device - electronically or on a radio basis (synchronized).

The literature specifically calls these RTLS Anchors, as opposed to antennas used in Wi-Fi and other standard technologies, Access Points.
4.1 The main UWB protocol - Time Difference of Arrival based Measurement (TDoA)

In TDoA mode, RTLS tags send an UWB flash (pulse) with or without a schedule, - taking into account other tags or anchors. Because the Tag only needs to send a single UWB signal, positioning can be done quickly and with low power consumption. Using the commonly used Aloha protocol, tags only send and never receive, resulting in incredibly low power consumption, and their battery life (500-1000 mAh) can last for several years. However, in order to limit interference with other tags used in the logistics system, the update rate may be somewhat limited. Alternatively, tag communication can be scheduled. When the RTLS tag sends information about itself in TDOA mode, e.g., “ID 0011”, any “visible” anchor installed in the warehouse receives this information. Anchors connected over ethernet lines / wireless send the time of receiving the Tag pulse to the location server accurately. Because the anchors are at different distances from the tag, although the difference is small, these anchors will receive the tag pulse signal (nano-seconds) at slightly different times. Based on these time differences, the serving RTLS server can calculate where the tag was compared to the anchors at the time the tag sent a pulse. Geometrically, the situation will be at the intersection of the hyperboluses determined by the measured time differences. The RTLS tag used in TDOA will therefore never know its own position in the warehouse unless it is sent back to it by some external system. For TDoA to work properly, Anchors installed in a warehouse must have the same time concept. To do this, their internal clocks must be precisely synchronized. Anchors communicate regularly with each other via UWB so they can synchronize their internal clocks. And in case you want to synchronize too many anchor clocks at once, we have the option to divide them into groups, and within a group, the so-called Create Master anchors. The master anchors then need to be time-synchronized in the first round. In all cases, it is advisable to choose a master that has an anchor “view” directly of the other, - intra-group anchors, so that intra-group time synchronization can be solved quickly via the UWB network.

Using Master Anchors, we can achieve RTLS in a larger logistics area. By connecting the anchors to a high-speed Ethernet network, a virtually unlimited scalable RTLS system can be created with up to many thousands of anchors and many thousands of tags. With the use of low-energy tags suitable for TDoA technology, a wide range of applications in the field of logistics are emerging.

5. THE OPERATIONAL CONCEPT OF THE RTLS

Based on the operation described in the previous chapters, all goods / logistics equipment / human resources to be tracked can be tracked in real time in a properly designed RTLS infrastructure, warehouse environment, with an accuracy of around - decimeter. Once again, it is very important to emphasize that in Real Time, as RTLS differs from other point-to-point discrete identification systems, such as RFID installed on doors / gates, or barcode identification attached to the start or end points of each logistics operation. The fundamental difference between the two systems lies in the continuous communication between the objects to be tracked and the background system. In other words, a non-RTLS system will know that a device is in a certain area, but it cannot determine exactly where that device is located. For example, a tracking system may tell you that an object has entered a warehouse if the label is read as it passes through the docking door; however, you cannot usually determine where the device is in the warehouse. This is not the case for RTLS systems. As a result of continuous and automatic communication between the tag and the system, RTLS solutions ensure the exact location of the device. Thus, tracking solutions can only be considered RTLS if they are configured for automatic and continuous reporting.

Each RTLS tag has a unique ID, which is accompanied by additional information from the Enterprise Business System that has an ultra-fast network connection to the RTLS server system. In the associated Business System, we store additional attached information (records) belonging to individual RTLS tags, such as the names of the persons connected to the Tag / the logistics ID, physical condition, maintenance log, etc. of the connected device, saving the UWB server network from this information traffic. . It is characteristic of RTLS systems that their manufacturer provides the user with a real-time view of the warehouse via a graphical user interface. Typically, the Anchors in the warehouse / UWB covered area are “laid” on the floor plan of the warehouse, effectively producing a digital replica of the warehouse, i.e., a digital twin. In this digital twin, we can see objects moving in the RTLS covered area with their own unique identifier. The digital twin pair representing the real warehouse space can be used to follow the warehouse events in real time.

The graphical interface helps the Logistics Manager in several ways:

- real-time tracking of moving objects (basic function),
- can generate reports that can be generated from the operation of a live logistics system,
- can order logistical restrictions / change logistics processes, re-parameterize in the live warehouse (eg geo-fencing, designation of security zones),
- can manipulate and configure data between the logistics system and the company's ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning),
- can fine-tune the RTLS server system (eg when relocating anchors)
- can be used to monitor the operation of the RTLS server system,

Of course, warehouse Logistics data can be integrated directly and automatically into the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system to provide updates to key business processes such as warehouse management, production planning and scheduling, delivery planning, and other related processes. In this case, the digital twin of the RTLS system is not required, as all information
flows automatically between the two IT systems according to the pre-planned Logistics process. During the installations so far, our experience has been that it is always necessary to set up / create a digital twin during an installation - as this allows the system user to really see the mapping of the live system into the virtual world. Then, after understanding this, it is possible to build an automated connection system between RTLS and ERP based on a well-established and transparent schedule.

Fig. 7. RTLS Graphical Interface/RTLS Digital twin [3]

Of course, warehouse Logistics data can be integrated directly and automatically into the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system to provide updates to key business processes such as warehouse management, production planning and scheduling, delivery planning, and other related processes. In this case, the digital twin of the RTLS system is not required, as all information flows automatically between the two IT systems according to the pre-planned Logistics process. During the installations so far, our experience has been that it is always necessary to set up / create a digital twin during an installation - as this allows the system user to really see the mapping of the live system into the virtual world. Then, after understanding this, it is possible to build an automated connection system between RTLS and ERP based on a well-established and transparent schedule.

6. WHAT FUNCTIONS CAN RTLS BE USED FOR IN PRODUCTION LOGISTICS?

RTLS is able to provide us with asset tracking capabilities, but this is only due to the basic operating principle that the solution supports within the company. Building on this, additional opportunities arise for a warehouse serving production; the features of the RTLS solution can be exploited for additional applications such as:

- **Increase efficiency** - Access to real-time driver motion information means you can work with your drivers to continually refine and improve performance, which benefits both the driver and the business. For example, a pallet is likely to be moved at least four times during its time at the distribution center. It arrives as a shipment and is unloaded on the floor. It is then picked up and moved to a storage location. Stored for a while and ready to be returned to the floor it takes driving time (some shorter, others much longer). If a company delivers 10,000 pallets a week, taking an average of 3 minutes per pallet movement, the time spent moving 10,000 pallets is 30,000 minutes, or 500 hours. However, calculating efficiency is rarely simple, and most companies prefer the actual number of driving hours to more, and it is often very difficult to determine exactly where and why they spend the extra time. Using RTLS provides real-time, actual driver and pallet information that allows you to see exactly where and how time is being wasted. This will allow you to make efficiency changes that you know will work. It also helps drivers reduce time spent searching for pallets and locations, as real-time location information is immediately available to them. Within 6 months of the introduction of RTLS, your company can reduce the number of steps required by 20%.

- **Asset Management** - track, manage and utilize an asset. A warehouse property owned by a business that is held for business purposes to provide future benefits and is not expected to be convertible into cash in the current or next financial year. Assets are valuable to their owners - financially, operationally or emotionally. The required operation of the devices can be traced using the RTLS system. The accuracy of the kit is vital; the challenge is to achieve it. RTLS helps achieve and maintain inventory 99.9% accuracy without the tedious and often expensive inventory checks that can take hours or sometimes days. RTLS provides all real-time positioning information within seconds. Each barcode scan can take 10-15 seconds (screen analysis, device download and recording, screen verification), while in the case of the RTLS system, the operator can practically deal with material handling, the system does its job in the background. Thus, the RTLS system can save up to 4 hours of time when moving 1000 pallets.

- **Human Resource Management** - the workforce management of the company as it relates to operational and compliance activities. The RTLS system can be used to ensure that employees are able to achieve company goals and objectives. Common applications include time / presence, process compliance, time tracking between tasks, and associating employees or objects.

- **Supply Chain Management** - the management of affiliated businesses and business processes related to the production, distribution and sale of products and services. Supply chain management means the movement and storage of raw materials, inventories, processed and finished products from place of origin to consumption. Supply chain management covers both inbound and outbound logistics, as well as tracking the tools used by these processes (e.g., containers, vehicles) [13]. Newer RTLS systems also have site-to-site identification synchronization, which allows multiple site models to be mapped within an RTLS system.

- **Detection and monitoring** - integration of sensors into the RTLS system to monitor the physical environment of the object. Common sensors include temperature and humidity, as well as acceleration /
RTLS solutions are currently mostly used by Tier 1 and Tier 2 vendors, however, as the technology is relatively new, it is expected to continue to grow in popularity. Currently, there are 10-12 important manufacturers on the market who have done larger RTLS implementations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. Despite the benefits of the system, RTLS is not a useful solution for all companies. In the following cases, however, it is essential to examine its use in production logistics:

- The use of mobile warehouse devices plays a significant role in the operation of the store / warehouse / is critical.
- The supply or value chain is complex and consists of several product sets / types.
- The strong need to add more value to the company / warehouse to the customer and improve their satisfaction.
- There is a need to reduce the order and cash cycle, improve transfer speeds and simplify processes.
- There are significant MRO and / or compliance requirements. Current asset tracking solutions do not provide the necessary transparency.
- Employee management and security is critical to the success of the business / warehouse.

Successful implementation of an RTLS is not an easy task. The technology itself is mature. Anchors and Tags can be set up quickly, the server RTLS subsystem can be started in as little as a few hours - but this is not the success of the project. It is very important to understand and feel the business benefits provided by RTLS, which radically change the hitherto well-known chain-linked logistics processes using real-time data. In the case of RTLS, there are no checkpoints, no dedicated points, to the status of which the background IT system responds and even warns or alerts the operators. Workers in the RTLS system will not initially feel the feedback of their work, they will feel lacking, they may become insecure in their work. Therefore, the most important rule for installing an RTLS system is to always: Start small! RTLS vendors usually have a demo system that can be set up quickly or even on site. These systems can be assembled within 1-2 hours and can be used immediately in the warehouse to serve a snatched space or logistics sub-function. Plan the operating processes of one such subfunction or delimited space in advance, compile the input and output information in this test cell. Let's start using the RTLS cell step by step, then check the operating states. Explain to logistics staff that their actual activity (e.g. material handling) induces a real-time information flow. Help us understand with screens fed back into processes that we no longer need to use later. We test these cells for several weeks, fine-tune the operation, teach the warehouse staff how it works, and once everything is working, just start expanding in both space and functionality. They will see that this means less risk and investment to prove the concept. The return will also be more measurable and the time to achieve the expected return will be faster. It will improve the level of knowledge of the business based on real experience. It simplifies the rationale for further investment in the solution (already proven to add value to your company). Provides the right choice for your RTLS solution provider (lower risk testing option with vendor). It facilitates the size, expansion and further integration of (established infrastructure).

8. SUMMARY

As a result of striving to satisfy individual customer needs, logistics processes are becoming more and more complex, the transparency and manageability of which can only be increased by digitizing the processes. The dissertation described the technological possibilities of real-time positioning, after the analysis of which the UWB (Ultra Wide Band) technology applicable to the tracking of storage processes was selected. The technology used is only the first step in developing a well-functioning and fast payback system. During design, it is very important to make a well-thought-out decision on the use of RTLS, and to select well-thought-out and well-thought-out implementation steps and their control during the project.
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